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SECRETS REVEALED 
 

Dear Runner, 

 

Blood, sweat and tears... 

Race wins too... 

 

Thousands of km's have gone into the information I am about to share with you. 

I've learned some hard-earned lessons the past decade. 

Training & racing in ultra marathons worldwide. 

Now I want to share them with you. 

 

Why? 

To speed up the learning process for you, "I want to send the elevator back down". 

This training manual would have been a great help when I started my running career. 

 

You'll discover 7 secret training sessions that will: 

Skyrocket your performance... 

Push your limits beyond what you think is possible now... BUT you’ll have to find your own 

way in preparing for your target race. 

 

I wish you all the best on your journey to Running Greatness! 

 

Jeroen 

Ps: Need help with applying these training secrets to your personal situation? I have a 

limited number of FREE 30-minute coach session's available for this month. After this call 

you'll be getting a personalized training plan designed for your target race. Spots are filling 

up fast, so claim your spot here. 

https://www.runners-inc.com/30-minute-marathon-coach-session
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WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?  
 

If you're interested in increasing speed, train injury-free and understanding 

what different training types are out there and why you should be doing them… 

 

Then keep reading, these training sessions will skyrocket your performance. 

 

How do I know? 

 

Because hundreds of marathon and ultra marathon runners have applied this secret training  

regime, crushing their personal best times and running distances they never thought  

possible. 

 

That’s why. 

 

TRAINING SESSIONS 
 

Please note that all training sessions are based on your personal training zones (heart rate or  

speed). More on calculating your personal heart rate zones here. 

 

Easy Long Run - This is the foundation of your training. This training should be executed in a 

tempo that enables you to have a conversation with someone, having no problems with 

breathing. Stick to zone 2: if you feel like you could run faster, then you’re in the right 

training zone. This training helps your muscles and joints adapt to longer training loads. 

 

https://www.runners-inc.com/personal-training-zones-field-test
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Easy Run - This training helps you increase your basic endurance. You execute this training in 

a steady, solid pace without pushing too much pressure on your body. Make sure to stay in 

the correct zone (3) and don’t go out to fast. After this training you should feel like being 

able to run for another couple of kilometres with the same speed. If you don’t have that 

feeling; then you trained too hard! 

 

Tempo Run - The Easy Long Run and Easy Runs are perfect for building a foundation for your  

endurance. With this solid basis, you can handle tempo training. This training builds stamina  

and enables you to run with a higher heart rate during a prolonged period of time. The  

impact of this training on your body is quite high, so before this training focus on being well-  

rested and pay special attention to recovery after the training. 

 

Interval - This training dramatically increases your speed. During interval training you will  

increase speed for a short period of time, take time to recover and repeat. In between  

interval accelerations you should include rest periods for jogging (recovery). If you need to  

walk or if you’re not recovered during the time indicated, then you need to slow down  

during your intervals. This training is also perfect for focussing on your running technique:  

arm swing, relaxed running form (upper body) and rhythm (short ground-contact). 

 

Threshold Tempo – Training in an uncomfortable zone (somewhere between zone 5+)  

for a longer period (other than interval or speedwork). This is an all-out training which you  

can compare with racing a 5 or 10 km race. By the end of this training you’ll need some time  

to take it easy: sit down, have a recovery / refreshing energy drink. Don’t overdo it (don’t  

pass out or throw up please…!), but this session is often experienced as one of the tough  

speed training sessions (due to its length in combination with zone 5+). This training will  

dramatically increase your base speed and the ability to push yourself in a race. Hard. 
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Speedwork - Key of this workout is training in different heart rate or speed zones over a  

longer distance (often between 3 – 5 km). By doing so, you’ll train different energy systems  

and different muscles fibres/groups in one training session. The biggest difference with  

interval being the length of the different tempo blocks and a lot of variation in different  

tempo/speed zones.  

 

Main objective is building stamina and being able to maintain your speed when getting tired.  

This training is also excellent for runners that want to train for a hilly/mountainous race, but  

live in an area where there are no hills or mountains available. Speedwork mimics the ‘ups  

and downs of the hill with your heart rate / speed changing every 3 – 5 km. 

 

Speedwork Trail Hilly Loop – Same as under ‘Speedwork’, only this training should be  

executed on a loop of 3 km. Ideally, this loop is a combination of rolling terrain, flats and  

short steep sections. Each zone of 3 km is executed on 1 loop. “Z2/Z4/Z3” means that you’ll  

run 3 loops, each in the indicated zone. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DAY TO DAY USE 

 

Having revealed some my training secrets to you,  

now let me add some well-meant practical advice. 

 

Knowing these training secrets is step one. 

Understanding how to best apply them is key. 

 

You can use the below guidelines to mix and match the training sessions responsibly. 

The result? Your record-breaking personal training plan. 

 

1. Your personal race goals and ambitions are the start of everything. Always. Does 

your race include hills? Then include hills in your training. Do you want to run a new 

PB? Then include tempo and threshold sessions. Write your personal race goal down 

and use it as thread throughout the structure of your plan. 

 

2. Use your current fitness and training background. Don't overdo it in the early weeks 

of your preparation. Leave the peak training for the last part of your plan. Make your 

current fitness specific: what's your weekly km's, your longest run and how many 

times per week do you train? The first 3-5 weeks should build on this. 

 

3. Keeping a healthy balance in work-personal life-training. Allow for other things than 

training in your preparation. Incorporate your holidays. Bear in mind busy weeks at 

work. Pay attention to the people you love: you can only be passionate about 

running because your family allows you too! You may want to read that last sentence 

about your family again. Your read that right: by the grace of your family you're 

allowed to chase your dreams. Be thankful. 

 

4. Recovery is crucial. Make recovery a structural element in your training regime. 

There are two general guidelines that have proven their value for years: (a) work with 

3-week training blocks: 3 weeks training, 1 week recovery, (b) keep your weekly 

mileage/km's increase around or below 10%. 
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HURRY! SPOTS ARE LIMITED! 

CLAIM YOUR NO-OBLIGATION 30-MINUTE  

COACH SESSION NOW AND  

GET YOUR € 137 PERSONAL TRAINING PLAN FOR FREE 

 

WARNING Before you claim your free coach session you must understand that this is 

only for runners that are serious about being their best on race day. You have registered for 

a race and want to focus on achieving a personal goal.  

We’ll share our knowledge and experise for free with you, but we need your commitment 

and dedication. If you’re not ready for that please don’t waste your and our time. But if you 

are ready to take your training to a new level and crush your P.B's in 2020, book you FREE 

coach session now. 

By the way, we recommend you book quickly. Our coaches only have a limited number 

of slots available for free sessions each month and there’re filling up fast... 

 

Here's what to do next: 

 

First, you’ll need to register by clicking the button below. Don’t worry, it’s simple and we'll 

not spamm you (we hate that too!). We just need to know your target race, personal 

goal and how to contact you. After your application we'll contact you to schedule your coach 

call (Skype or Google Hangouts).  

Thanks for spending some of your valuable time on reading this document and I look 

forward to doing everything within my power to make your 2020 season a success! 

 

To your successful finish, 

 

Jeroen Renes 

Founder & Head Coach 

Runners Inc. 
 

GET A FREE 30-MINUTE COACH SESSION 

(Be quick! FREE spots are almost gone for this month!) 

https://www.runners-inc.com/30-minute-marathon-coach-session
https://www.runners-inc.com/30-minute-marathon-coach-session
https://www.runners-inc.com/30-minute-marathon-coach-session

